Abstract-Recommender Systems (RSs) are software tools and techniques providing suggestions for items to be of use to a user.
I. INTRODUCTION
This document is a template. An electronic copy can be downloaded from the BTP website (https://uspmes. daiict.ac.in/btpsite). For questions on report writing guidelines, please contact your Respective supervisor. OffCampus students may contact their respective On-Campus mentors.
II. RELATED WORK
For research papers, many innovative recommender systems have been created. Babel [2] uses a network based approach to classify papers into classic papers which everyone must read and papers meant for experts in the field. For user profiling, approaches like representing the user as a feature vector which is a function of the references and citations of their most recent paper [3] have been employed. As described in [6] , a variety of techniques have been applied to solve the problem of research paper recommendation which involve collaborative filtering, content based filtering and graph based approaches. ActiveCite [7] is an interactive system like our recommender system. It suggests citations to the user while they are working on their paper. But its goal is to assist the user in writing rather than to assist the user in actual research. Recommendation on the basis of long term observation of a user's preferences in terms of themes has not been done by any of these systems.
III. BACKGROUND

A. Problem Statement
Given a query Q describing a user's project description and a set of research papers R, find a subset S of R that has research papers most relevant to the user. The user is expected to select a set of preferred papers P, which serves as an indicator of their preferences, which are taken into account when the user fires a query again. Relevance of a research paper is measured on the basis of two things:
• The document similarity of the query Q and the research paper (to be denoted as r) in question.
• The document similarity of the user's preferred papers P and the query Q.
B. Probabilistic Topic Modeling
Documents can be represented as BoW, following the assumption of exchangeability [4] . The assumption states that if words are modeled as Bernoulli variables, then within any random sample sequence they are conditionally independent, where the word variables are conditioned on a specific set of latent random variables called topics. This renders the joint distribution of every sample sequence permutation (i.e. the document variable) to remain equal, provided the topic variables are given. In other words, the assumption is that, the order of words representing a document does not matter as long as the topics, which "generates" the occurrence of words, are known. However, interestingly, these topics are hidden (in terms of their distributions) and hence, we need a mechanism to discover (i.e. learn) them. This learning process is called topic-modeling. In this paper, we use a widely adopted probabilistic topic-modeling technique, called Latent Dirichlet Allocation, that involves an iterative Bayesian topic assignment process via variational inferencing, over a train-corpus. The number of topics (and other related hyperparameters) needs to be preset. The prior distribution of topics over documents (and also, words over topics) is taken as Dirichlet. The process results in groupings of words that are related to each other thematically (in the distributional semantics sense). As an example, "house" and "rent", after the learning process, might be within the same topic. [5] C. Vector Space Models As [7] proposes, documents can be represented as vectors. The bases of the vector space can be index terms. The frequencies of those terms act as the weights of the bases in the vector representation of each document. Here, each term is thought of as a dimension in the space. Similarity between two documents represented this way can thus be computed as the cosine similarity between the two vectors. The bases need not be index terms, they can be any set of attributes of a document that can be logically assumed to be independent of each other.
IV. APPROACH
The recommender system six core modules:(i) Domain Selector (ii) Topic-Model Learner, (iii) Topic-Model Inferencer, (iv) Bag-of-Topics Similarity Scorer, (v) Query Modifier, and (vi) Results Ranker(see Figure 1 ). Instead of relying on just one topic model to represent documents as bags of topics, we train a set of LDA models for documents of different domains. If the training corpus contains documents from the mathematics, humanities and science domains, it is the Domain Selector's job to label the documents with their appropriate domains' tags so that the Topic Model Learner knows which documents need to be used for the training of which model. The Topic-Model Learner module receives a set of training document corpora, and encodes each training document into a n-dimensional
Here n represents the number of topics in the trained LDA model and each value p i represents the probability of the document to have i th topic. [5] After the trained model is generated, it is then used by the Topic-Model Inferencer to represent a given document (query or paper) as a bag of latent topics using the vector representation of documents and a word-to-topic inverted index. To compute similarity between the query and a paper, their corresponding topic-sequence representations are fed into the Bag of Topics Similarity Scorer, which makes user of a topics-based vector space to compute the similarity. This process is repeated for all the documents and then they are ranked based on their scores and displayed to the user. The user will indicate preference for some of them. The job of the Query Modifier is to take account of these preferences and modify the next query that the user fires based on these preferences. Sentence-level Similarity Scorer, which uses an adaptation of Smith-Waterman alignment algorithm (discussed in section 3.3). For every mismatch during alignment computation, the algorithm uses Token-level Similarity scorer as a novel compensation computing module that helps to evaluate the degree of mismatch between two topics.
A. Domain Selector
We utilized a Word2vec model for identifying the domain of each paper. A word2vec model represents each word as a vector. It trains itself based on a neural networks based approach on a training corpus. This module computes a representative vector for each domain as the sum of the most significant words in the documents known to be of this domain. A new document's domain is assigned based on its closeness to these representative domain vectors. A document can belong to more than one domains if its cosine similarity to the representative domain vector is high enough according to a threshold set by us.
B. Topic-Model Learner
This is a training-phase module that learns topicdistributions from each document (and thereby learns the word-distribution for each topic) in the train-corpus. We use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Section III-B) based topic modeling for our purpose. It is to be noted that an LDA-based topic model is more accurate when trained over a fixed domain that has a particular vocabulary pattern (i.e. domain-specific linguistic variations and jargon). For instance, a topic model trained over documents from the area of computer science cannot be used to accurately generate topic distributions of documents containing travel blogs. However, it might be able to perform relatively better in related fields such as electrical engineering or statistics or mathematics. That is why this module generates a separate topic model for each domain indicated by the Domain Selector. The Topic-Model Learner first performs text pre-processing on the train-corpus which includes tokenization, lemmatization, and stop-word removal. This pre-processing ensures that the LDA model is trained over a condensed natural language text devoid of words which add little or no semantic value to any document. All the pre-processing tasks are done using Spacy 1 . The train-corpus documents are then passed through Gensim's 2 implementation of LDA to learn topic-distributions for the documents.
This module also creates, for each domain-wise topic model, an inverted topic-word distribution index that maps each word of the vocabulary to topics, along with the probability of that word in the corresponding topic. Its utility is explained in the section below.
C. Topic-Model Inferencer
This is an inferencing phase module. When each document of an unseen document pair is fed into the module, it first performs the same NLP pre-processing as the Topic-Model Learner module. After that, it performs voice normalization on every sentence in the documents, thereby converting passive sentences into their active form. Without this normalization step, the thematic flow of similar sentences (and hence, documents) will appear different even if they have the same semantic content.
The domains for this document are identified. Then for each domain, the cleaned document pair is fed into Gensim's trained LDA topic model for that domain to infer topic distributions of the documents. Thereafter, the module transforms the documents into their bag of topics representations. The wordto-topic mapping is done by using the inverted topic-word distribution index (described in the previous section) where, as the document is passed through the model, every word in the document is assigned the maximum probable topic. The 
V. BAG OF TOPICS SIMILARITY SCORER
This module computes the document similarity score of the query and a research paper given their bag of topics representations. The similarity measure that we use is Cosine Similarity between the bag-of-topics vectors of the two documents. For example, if the query and the research paper have the following vec representations,
(1)
The cosine similarity would be
This module assumes all the topics of all the modules to be linearly independent. This assumption is logical because each domain's topic model is trained on a separate corpus with significantly different terms and their co-occurrences.
VI. QUERY MODIFIER
This module has the task of learning the user's preferences and modifying the content-based query accordingly. Given a query q, say,
it should return a query q', where
If the user has been showing preference for papers with a high relative frequency of the topic MAT9. The query modifier aims to be certain of the user's preference before adding a topic to the query. For that, a user preference vector is maintained by the module. It basically is a vector representation of the user in the topic space and represents his or her affinity for each topic. An example of a user preference vector would be
This way, each user occupies a point in the topics vector space. After each N number of queries, where N indicates for how long you want to observe a user before hypothesizing his preferences, the user vector is updated. And for each query, the query is updated as follows.
The following example illustrates the motivation behind the algorithm used for updating the user preference vector. Suppose the results that the user showed preference for after the query q in equation 1 was fired were
Here, r1's most prominent theme is MAT1, which is one of the topics present in the initial query as well. So the weight of MAT1 should be increased. The weight of CS3 should also be increased, but by a lower value because it is the least prominent theme in this document. r2 contains CS3, which is one of the topics present in the original query. However, again, it is not one of the prominent themes. And MAT9, which wasn't initially present in the query, is one of the prominent themes. So the weight of MAT9 should be increased in the user preference vector, but not as much as MAT1's, because the user has not shown explicit preference for MAT9 in the query. Hence we update the user query as follows: For each topic in each of the results r, If the topic belongs to the query, u = u + ∆(1 − relativef requencyof topic)topic (10) u = u + δ(1 − relativef requencyof topic)topic (11)
∆ will be a higher value as compared to δ. If a topic added is added to the query in this manner, but is not shown prefernce for later for many iterations, it is awarded a penalty β, which is higher thatn ∆.
VII. EVALUATION
